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Presentation Notes
How many have experience of mental illness at work as a SLT studentHow many have experience of mental illness within family or friendsWhat do you think the figures are for how many people are affected by mental illness 



LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1.  Participants will understand the role of SLT 
within this client group (speech, language and 
communication needs (SLCN) related to mental 
health diagnoses).

2.  Participants will understand how SLCN impact 
on the care pathway for people with a mental 
illness.

3.  Participants will be aware of examples of SLT in 
mental health.



Why speech and language 
therapy in mental health
• Language difficulties and dysphagia inherent 

in mental illness
• Secondary difficulties associated with mental 

illness
• Co-morbidity 
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DIFFICULTIES ASSOCIATED 
WITH MENTAL ILLNESS 

1. Hearing loss
2. Learning difficulties
3. Head injury
4. Physical ill health
5. Medications
6. institutionalisation



Why speech and language therapy 
in mental health

Useful for diagnosis

Useful for therapy

Useful for outcome measures



Depression

• Unwillingness to communicate
• Use of voice and intonation
• Non-verbal communication
• (receptively e.g. Bozikas et al. (2007) Impaired perception for affective prosody and 

facial emotion perception in remitted patients with bipolar disorder.  The Journal 
of Neuropsychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences, Vol. 19, No. 4, pp. 436-440.

• Content of language (refer to Jonathan Fine (2006) Language in Psychiatry.  A 
handbook of Clinical Practice.  Equinox) 

• Glahn et al. (2007) study – 75% of asymptomatic patients had difficulties on at 
least four cognitive measures, and lithium had a negative effect on memory and 
speed of information processing (Glahn, 2007, Psychiatric Times, Vol. 24, no. 6) 
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Unwillingness to communicate – pragmatic measures, e.g. Initiation                                               content of communication – e.g. Fine – overall no. of words and language                                               FAS – words chosen Even receptively difficulties – Bozikas et al. (200) patients with bipolar disorder present deficits in facial emotion perception, both during a manic episode as well as upon recovery...He begins with an extended description of the theory of“systemic functional linguistics.” It focuses on how speakersuse the resources of language to make meaning. “Meaning” ismore than semantic: it refers also to the quality of relatednessand the social identity that is created through the infinite varietyof words, tone, and gestures that we employ when speakingwith others. Psychiatric disorders display “odd soundinglanguage at two levels: odd meanings and odd wordings ofmeanings” (p. 29).Dr Friedman provides data suggesting that the connection between language data and psychiatric disorders may be through a series of neurophysiological mechanisms (1). In particular, he proposes that the clinical observation of pausing in language is related to depressed mood (and perhaps to other disorders, such as pervasive developmental disorders) and may be controlled by a complex series of vascular and neurological events. These mechanisms must then be related to psychiatric disorders. The functional linguistic approach can be combined with precise neurobiological measurements to provide a neurobiological account of both normal social functioning and the impairments in social functioning that are considered psychiatric disorders. In the data presented, pauses of 2 to 3 seconds are the result of behavioural events and the speed of neurobiological processes (1). To advance our knowledge, these findings must be specifically tested on the external events relevant to different psychiatric disorders. For example, are pauses more common or longer in reaction to stressful situations—or even, at a micro level, in reaction to stressful utterances by another speaker? Pauses of 2 to 3 seconds on their own do not give maximum information. The location of the pauses in terms of language production, interaction, and hypothesized processing factors can be studied to link psychiatric disorders to underlying neurobiological mechanisms through language. In terms of language production, the location of the pauses needs to be studied at 4 stages: at the beginning of turns (when a speaker is just starting a contribution), between clauses (when the ideas may be being formulated), before content words (when word retrieval is in progress), and even within words (when articulation processes are at stake). In terms of interaction, 3 elements need to be investigated: the pauses between speakers, each speaker’s kinds of utterance (that is, statements, questions, commands, corrections, or follow-ups), and the relationship between the speakers (for example, higher social position vs subordinate social position). Finally, processing factors such as stress, information processing, planning, executive functions, and the emotional impact of topics will affect neurobiological processing, the use of language, and how that language reflects psychiatric disorders. The results will have clinical significance: they will indicate what kinds of interactions are associated with what kinds of clinically relevant linguistic productions and, specifically, pausing. They will also have significance for basic science: they will indicate what the mechanisms are behind psychiatric disorders that contribute to their language characteristics. A sufficiently detailed functional account of language links behaviour in psychiatric disorders—what is socially dysfunctional—to the underlying neurobiological mechanisms. Neurobiological mechanisms can be related to specific characteristics of language (for example the pausing reported by Friedman [1]), and these characteristics of language can be related to the observed characteristics of psychiatric disorders. Language provides a crucial intermediate step in the analysis. It is specific enough to study neurobiologically, and it also describes the phenomena that contribute to, if not define, the social difficulties experienced by individuals with psychiatric disorders (2). References 1. Friedman E. Using language in psychiatry [letter]. Can J Psychiatry 2002;47:583. 2. Fine J. Using language in psychiatry, Can J Psychiatry 2001;46:916–22.Glahn et al. (2007) 75% of asymptomatic patients scored more than one standard deviation below healthy controls on at least four cognitive measures, showing widespread but relatively mild neuropsychological dysfunction.Several investigators have demosntrated that verbal memory impairments and/or executive syfunciton are associated with reduced social and vocational functioning in patients with bipolar disorder, even in the absence of manic or depressive symptoms. Curtis et al. (2007) show using functional magnetic resonance imaging altered patterns of prefrontal activation.



Psychomotor retardation
a slowing-down of thought and a reduction of physical 

movements

• Slowed speech
• Amount of talk – within clause
• - how many clauses are combined
• Variety of content
• Variation in intonation
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Within clause - - speakers with depression may express less information using classifers, whist still describing qualities of objects and people, e. Without depression – the dirrent events that happened, a plcae for her to crash out.Speakers with depression will describe using phrases where very can be placed before the description.  E.g very good meal, very unkind person (quality versus class words)Across clauses – failure to expand on information from one clause to another results in short and undeveloped contributionsRestriction in variety of content is linked to restriction in social processesVariation in intonation – a narrower pitch range leads to speech sounding monotonous.  Changes in pitch, espeically wider changes in pitch, express what is new in a message and what is emotionally important to the speaker.  Without these specific meanings, a speaker sounds less interested in the hearer and less interested in the message content. Generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) is an anxiety disorder that is characterized by excessive, uncontrollable and often irrational worry about everyday things that is disproportionate to the actual source of worry. This excessive worry often interferes with daily functioning, as individuals suffering GAD typically catastrophise, anticipate disaster, and are overly concerned about everyday matters such as health issues, money, death, family problems, friend problems or work difficulties.[1] They often exhibit a variety of physical symptoms, including fatigue, fidgeting, headaches, nausea, numbness in hands and feet, muscle tension, muscle aches, difficulty swallowing, bouts of difficulty breathing, trembling, twitching, irritability, sweating, insomnia, hot flashes, and rashes. These symptoms must be consistent and on-going, persisting at least 6 months, for a formal diagnosis of GAD to be introduced.



So what do we do?
Communication passports (general/individual)
Informal/formal training of significant people in 

the environment
Use of the information for 

assessment/monitoring/outcome measures
Incorporation of this knowledge into talking 

therapies/group work/rehabilitation programs
Supporting the individual to make changes



MANIC EPISODES

• Euphoria – few negative words, positive attributes
• Enthusiasm for interaction – initiating social 

processes
• Inflated self esteem – giving advice and orders, 

frequently with specific technical vocabulary
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Euphoria – general feeling of of cheerfulness and well-beingCreated by positive statements of mood and paralinguistic means such as laughs, smiles and accelerated speech rateEnthusiasm for interaction – high rates of initiating exchanges across wide range of topicsWhere extreme, the speaker will use staemtns, questions and imperatives where the other speaker is not able to take thse roles subsequently.Sometimes, initiation is inappropriate because of the speaker roles, e.g. With a distnat superior, or in terms of content (or because speaker not so knowledgable in this topic)Inflated self esteem – the speaker toakes on roles such as giving advice or talking about public figures in an intimate way.Also use of technical or specialist langauge where the sepaker is not really familiar with the material. 



MANIC EPISODES (CONT.)

• Irritability – emotional vocabulary, with frequent 
contradictions and corrections

• Manic speech – fewer, shortened pauses, unusual 
loudness, unusual content, unusual voice quality

• Flight of ideas – few pauses, increased rate of talk, 
abrupt changes of topic

• Distractability – references to physical situation, 
changes in participants, changes in antecedents
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In the simplest scenario, responding negatively to a positve statement conveys irritability.Manic speech is described clinically as 1.  Largely low level phenomena in the delivery of speech; pressured, loud and difficult to interruptAtypicalities at a higher level such as joking, punning and theatrical speechThe absence and shortening of pauses is particularly in locations that usually mark the transitions, e.g. From one social process to another or even from one part of a social process to another.Unusual loudness of speech is noticed especially on stressed syllables that normally are somewhat louder than other parts of the utterance.  The exaggerated volume on these syllables may even interfere with the emaning of the message since loudness often expresses meanings of contrast, surprise, etc.(Theatrical speech involves playing an atypical role in the interaction.  This theatrical social role may be sued to attract attention,.  Within the theatrical role, there may be changes in voice qulaity, changes in facial expressions and body movements and mimicry)  flight of ideas is clinically an unusually rapid flow of speech.  It has few pauses and the actual rate of words is increased.  Also, there can be abrupt changes in topics similar to the derailment in schizophrenia.Distractability – in a manic disorder speakers may not be able to screen out irrelevant external stimuli.  This characterisitc is, in part, an inference from language behavioru.  The external stimuli can appear in language either as; aspects of the physical situation, or from outside the current social process.  A third type of idstraction si a combination of an extenral stimulus and an external social process.  E.g. The speaker may enter into a social process that is overheard and switch between two activities. 



SPEAKER LISTENER



Positive 
response

Negative 
response

Brief response

Open 
questions

Closed 
questions

Forced 
alternatives

Sentence 
completion



Schizophrenia and other psychotic 
disorders

There are differences between the problems seen when people are experiencing positive 
symptoms e.g. auditory hallucinations and those with negative symptoms e.g. social 
withdrawal. Presentation also varies according to the existing language abilities of the 
patient and the “stage” in their illness i.e. first episode as opposed to chronic

There are difficulties with attention, concentration and memory.  Both short term and 
working memory difficulties are prevalent with people with schizophrenia and may be 
exacerbated by medication.  All impact on the ability to process language.

There are semantic memory problems.
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People may have difficulties generating ideas to formulate a response (and attention and    
concentration impacts on their ability).

     People commonly don‘t recognise/monitor their errors and adjust their own verbal output.

     Expressive language problems may vary depending on how clearly the response is specified by 
the context or speaker. 



Schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders 
(continued)

Comprehension of inference and idioms may be problematic.

There may be difficulties with appropriate use of grammar to generate utterances.

One may also see clanging, neologisms, word approximations, incoherence.
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PERSONALITY DISORDERS

• Personalities are seen clinically as atypicalities in inner 
experience which interfere with normal social functioning. 
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LANGUAGE/COMMUNICATION
Poor listening skills
Poor development of empathy
Poor negotiation skills
Unusual choice of topics for elaboration



knowing how to initiate a conversation

thinking of an appropriate topic for conversation, and then maintaining relevance

knowing when to speak (including considering non-verbal cues of the other person, such as 
eye contact, pausing etc, to know when it is your turn)

considering what the listener already knows and needs/wants to know, so as to give enough, 
but not too much information actively listening to someone else and processing what they say 
so as to respond appropriately

asking reciprocal questions, leading on from what the other person has said

recognising when people haven’t understood, and repairing the conversation when/if it breaks 
down

ending a conversation in an appropriate way

Egs of difficulties with 
conversation

associated with mental illness



EGS OF PROJECTS
Breaking Down the Barriers

MDT opportunity to consider communication in a non threatening environment

MDT opportunity to recognise the importance of advanced communication skills 
(motivation)

MDT development of improved communication skills (competence and performance)

Using Groups

Ensuring groups serve an assessment function

Ensuring groups offer a means of monitoring group members

Ensuring that groups are appropriate for varied communication profiles of group 
members

Ensuring appropriate recording of groups



EGS OF PROJECTS
(Life story plus) communication passport

documentation and transfer of information about the individual’s 
communication

MDT encouraged to develop rapport with patients

MDT recognize the value of a communication aid

MDT recognized for their role in communicating with patients

Patient is empowered

More person centred care

Indirect therapy and/or appropriate referrals
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